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Ding Dong Makarena

RUN NO. 77 REPORT – PRETENDER AND SCRUBBER’s MISGUIDED DILI TOUR MARATHON
Run 77 was finally here…. And with PRETENDER and SCRUBBER’s
promise of a flat and cultural run….
The weather was cool, most hounds were keen, despite the bloodie eye
three musketeers BUSHWANKER,CATFISH and RAMROD, and the
air was still ( except DRIBBLER who was lamenting POGO’s departure
and generally skulking around).
With the GM, WEE WILLIE away seeking last minute matrimonial
guidance, chaos was present with the payments and registration… still
the gaggle of hounds kept chirping away far beyond the starting time. A
briefing was finally made by the acting GM, LACERATION, and
PRETENDER…… and the pack was off!
The hungry running hounds eagerly headed for the beach and the
precisely marked trail. The walkers sprung to life like wounded gazelles
from the sewing circle and were whipped in the western direction and
what was thought initially to be Mecca. A trail of spread flour as
guidance. All the packs now were away.
RAMROD keen to show a clean pair of heels early in the run was soon
seen fighting pigs in the slop and on a faulty trail… the smell remained
throughout the run and new shoes maybe the order next week!!!. The
remaining “musketeers” now focused on the task kept the rear under
control. An early “check around” sent the pack of suspicious hounds
into Kampong Khaos. Bushes were routed out, sheds flattened water
wells and tyres searched until after three false trails the call was finally
“on on” and deeper in the Kampong!! The Hospital was ahead and
despite PHARTA’s call for an “on on” several of the wounded hounds
attempted to call for assistance and Oxygen (those will remain
nameless due to rank and future flight duties).
A further serious check occurred 200 meters from the hospital.
HAIDROLIK, keen to continue to display fitness to several new female
hounds launched of on a serious faulty trail. Alas BUSHWANKER, now
starting to have the “two cans” out of the system called, somewhat
regrettably, the whole pack down another lengthy false trail. The
whinging had started!!
Meantime the walkers were stretching out… keen to return to the form
of her youth PERSPIRATION set the example for the pack. NUMATIK
had seen this and consequentially eased the pace as a quick diversion
was made by SCRUBBER up “Cherry Drain” The navigation of this
cultural feature subsequently stretched the pack out and luckily

BROWNEYE, and in competition
with THREE KNEES, volunteered
to hang back to check on the “tails
of the walkers”.
A precise joining of the packs
occurred at the half time
entertainment within the East
Timorese World Cup squad’s prequalification match. All hounds
joined
in
with
a
youthful
PERSPIRATION in a short but
entertaining version of “Father
Ron” for the appreciative crowd.
Some minor complaints were
fielded at that time from the pack
but were easily dismissed with the
effort and attention shown by the
Hares in marking the trail to date.
“I’m goin’ on a piglet hunt ...
Round 2 of the run again tested
Oh no, there’s a piglet!”
the skill and cunning of the pack.
Regrettably all were at sea at the
old markets where surprisingly the old faithfuls HAIDROLIK and
BUSHWANKER again fell for the old “falsey” and tired and frustrated
the pack. Easily PHARTA with renewed inspiration from a departing
DUTCH OVEN correctly identified the trail and the run was now really
on. Shortcutters were everywhere and led by the olde faithful who will
remain nameless in fear of continuing to mention them.
As a feature of the run, one had to mention the “stand in” horn
CATFISH who between farts and burps managed to send some good
blasts at appropriate times into the local population. A “fly past” the
Kobe Huts brought soft memories of the dulcient tunes of the night
before from several hounds who at this stage were starting to see what
they thought was homeward leg … if not double by this time…… but
alas BIGHORN in the new shoes quickly directed them on the true
continued lengthy run with several “checks” which were missed by
several of the over zealous hounds. As true mongrels they failed to
return only to leave good old BUSHWANKER and STROKER once
again to lead the pack up the garden path and to again a big cross.

CD of photos from Hash Runs 56 to 74 available from Haidrolik.

(Continued next page)

CIRCLE CIRCUS
A total of sixty five turned out to run and walk
this week as our numbers approach that
favourite Hash number. The Circle gets
bigger and bigger and soon we’ll all have to
talk like Browneye, who is used to big
Circles, to be heard at all.
In the absence of GM Wee Willie, Vice GM.
Laceration and RA, Dribbler officiated.
Perspiration topped the down down
honours, to further celebrate her birthday,
with perennials Browneye, Pretender and
Bushwanker, the chamelion Rotator and the
departing Dutch Oven not far behind.

No Name received yet another change of
name to Rotator and four others received
appropriate real names which, we hope, they
will wear proudly until the end of their
Hashing careers.
There were no less than five strong
challenges for POTW with the eventual
honour going jointly to Perspiration and the
newly re-named Rotator.
Again we sadly farewelled a number of
leavers and we wish Dutch Oven, Enema,
Wet Dreams and Simon happy hashing
wherever the go.

DOWN DOWNS
Hares
PRETENDER, SCRUBBER
Newbies
Jo, Keith, Tony, Paul, Derrik, FINNEGEN, Craig, Mark, TUTU,
PAT TINGI
Sponsors
Lesley, Julie, PHARTA, WHO THE FUCK, BUSHWANKER,
Alimova, Holly
Birthday
PERSPIRATION
Smoking
PERSPIRATION, BROWNEYE
Leavers
DUTCH OVEN, ENEMA, WET DREAMS, Simon
Zeros
30 Runs BROWNEYE
10 Runs CAT PISS

CHARGES FROM THE CIRCLE
No Charges SALSA, DILDO, CAT PISS
GBH charged PRETENDER, SCRUBBER for not stopping at the Dengue Bar
RAMROD charged BIGHORN for new shoes
WATER RAT charged HARDARSE for getting a lift On Home
SIXTY NINE charged Peter for cruelty to another Hash Person
RA charged WATER RAT, HARDARSE for not knowing their run number
BROWNEYE charged WATER RAT, BULLSHIT for Browneye’s Hash Rule
127b – ‘No crouching in the Circle’
NAME CHANGES NO NAME becomes ROTATOR for running the
Circle in circles over his Hash Name
NEW NAMES Sophie becomes DUTCH OVEN for having the capacity to
accommodate PHARTA
Richard becomes SCROTUM for his geotechnical penchant
for collecting bags of rocks
Charlie becomes GBH for all sorts of things that GBH stands
for
Julie becomes FINGER LICKIN for her irresistible charms
POTW Despite highly commendable challenges by PRETENDER,
BROWNEYE & WHO THE FUCK joint winners this week were
ROTATOR for stuffing up proceeding over his naming for three
weeks in a row and PERSPIRATION for reaching a milestone in
birthdays.
A bloke is driving happily along in his car with his
girlfriend when he's pulled over by the Police. The police
officer approaches him and asks : "Have you been
drinking Sir?"
"Why?" asks the man, "Was I all over the road?"
"No" replies the officer, "You were driving splendidly. It
was the ugly fat chick in the passenger seat that made
me suspicious."

PRETENDER’s EPISTLE (cont’d)
A series of lengthy straights tested the
hounds right up to the back door of the
Church where a review of the future East
Timorese Taxation Department was
taken by the runners. The walkers,
experiencing a cultural and commercial
awakening by the “bean counter”
SCRUBBER, continued to pressure the
pace through the Dili CBD.
LACERATION, keen for an involvement
in this discourse caught up with the pack
only as they turned onto the docks and
with a strong whiff of not only fish but
also the “beer truck” the walkers “on
home” had begun.
The runners now under maximum stress
of the whining of several hounds, plus
the now 6 KM under their “souls”
headed through the last of the checks
on the edge of the CBD. With the snouts
in the air and the walkers in sight the
fittest launched for home like a missile.
The skin had been taken off several
hounds paws and as a result some of
the pack languished home in a mongrel
and limping state. Several known
attempts were made to hail Dili taxis on
the straight home but by this time the
stench from some of these hounds was
far too great for even those limos.
A safe but exhausted pack returned to
the Turismo for a well earned watering
and the circle.

It doesn’t matter what your style ....!

Sheila asked Lucy thoughtfully one day, "What would you do
if you caught another woman in bed with your husband?"
"With Ralph?" Sheila thought it over. "Let's see. I'd break her
cane, shoot her seeing-eye dog, and call a cab to take her back
to the institution she escaped from."
Some days you're the dog; some days you're the hydrant.

HARES APPARENT
No.

Date

Hares

Occasion/Location

78A 21 Oct
Sexon, Wee Willie
Post-nuptials run in Bali
78B 21 Oct
Tuppa
Baucau day trip
79
28 Oct
Ding Dong Makarena & Hairy Donut The Central Maritime + BBQ
80
4 Nov Horny & Randy
Guy Fawkes Day Eve
81
11 Nov Smoke Screen
(Veterans’ Day in USA)
82
18 Nov Salsa & Browneye
Salsa & Browneye’s Farewell/Tibar
82
25 Nov Laceration & Haidrolik
Thanksgiving – And a 50 runs landmark
Haring is for everybody, not just the select few! Volunteers will get help if they haven’t hared
before. Call Browneye on 0407 939660.

TRIVIA
NIGHT
Results!
No. 1 Team
came second
but ...
several Hash
were subbing
in the winning
team

